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BikerSOS GmbH
E info@bikersos.com
W
https://www.bikersos.com/en/

PRODUCT
Motorcycling App
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Butleroy GmbH
E hello@butleroy.com
W https://butleroy.com

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The BikerSOS app monitors all your motor biking
tours and helps in case of emergency. The app
includes a feature that detects possible accidents
while riding a motorcycle and alerts your
emergency contacts and the emergency call
center. It provides the emergency contacts with
vital information such as blood type and possible
allergies. The feature Live-tour, moreover, allows
friends and family to follow your live position
along your itinerary through a link. BikerSOS also
summarizes driven tours and has a Motorcycle
blog.
Butleroy is a calendar that offers many features in
order to maximize efficiency while scheduling.
The app integrates all to-do lists, manages
reminders and supports planning.
The app can also be used through Amazon Alexa
Skill, a virtual assistant developed by Amazon.

PRODUCT
Calendar App

3

Chatvisor GmbH
E office@chatvisor.com
W https://chatvisor.com/de/

PRODUCT
Newsletter platform

Butleroy furthermore, offers a Restaurant Chatbot
that gives recommendations and books
reservations.
Chatvisor provides a service that sends the user’s
newsletter via Facebook. It helps to increase the
number of subscribers and keeps them well
informed about the newest products/collections,
news, etc. – all within the Messenger.
The features help to grow and engage the user’s
community, send its newsletter and measure
success. The platform automatically synchronizes
content and delivers it to the targeted community.
It integrates the users web shop, thus enabling the
sending of products to the newsletter subscribers.
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D3EIF GmbH

The D3EIF GmbH offers two core products:

T +43 676842090202

Transam is a type of hardware that collects and
makes data available. It can be used in many
different areas such as logistics and can be
positioned on vehicles and trailers. The transfer of
data is wireless and the energy cell supplies the
amount of energy needed to guarantee a fast and
simple installation.

E hello@d3eif.com
W https://d3eif.com

PRODUCT
B2B Telematics integration
gateway and business care
software
5

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Eightpins (Lupaan GmbH)
W
https://www.eightpins.at/en/in
dex-en/

PRODUCT

The Businesscare feature offers a full integration
of the telematics system for effective fleet
management and targeted monitoring of the
vehicle and load.
The Eightpins seatpost is directly integrated in the
mountain bike frame. This concept enables a
single tube design as well as firm anchoring. The
Postpin seatpost mounting system holds the
seatpost from-locked in position. It can be
adjusted to any rider height and any riding style.
Furthermore, it enables unbeatable stability and
safety.

Mountain bike component
6

FINNOQ GmbH
T +43 (0) 5 0100 11268
E office@finnoq.com
W
https://www.finnoq.com/en/

PRODUCT

Finnoq is a decentralized protocol for
crowdsourced advice on financial products,
instruments and services. It offers a solution for
opinions and decisions within financial markets. It
creates an open source protocol for crowdsourced
advice where developers have access to the
Finnoq Core and can build applications on top of
it. Every developer can build an application on top
of the Finnoq Core. Modules will represent the
bridge between the Finnoq Core and the
applications.

Protocol for crowdsourced
advice
7

Fretello
W https://fretello.app/de/

TARGET GROUP
Guitar app

Fretello is a virtual guitar teacher. It makes
professional guitar lessons available for everyone
combining well-founded music lessons with
pioneering technology. The features adapt to the
learning curve and give individual feedback. The
core lectures teach how to play scales, improvise
freely, playing techniques and music theory.
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Lingohub GmbH
E info@lingohub.com
W https://lingohub.com

PRODUCT
Translation tool
9

LINKILIKE GmbH
T +43 73299 7119
E sales@linkilike.com
W https://linkilike.com/en/

PRIDUCT
Content distribution service
10

Newsadoo / 18th Floor
Onlinemedia GmbH
T +43 73228 7828
E office@newsadoo.com
W http://newsadoo.com/en

PRODUCT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
LingoHub offers continuous translation
management for product creators. It integrates
smoothly into the product development process.
Text changes in files are automatically detected
and existing translation marked in order to be
reviewed again.
LingoHub bundles all texts in one place and
provides translation tools and services for web,
mobile and software projects.
Linkilike GmbH seeks distribution of content on
social media. It creates a greater reach
engagement for content shared achieving positive
SEO effects for web links. It promotes labels and
other content through so-called micro-influencers
that share the content. Videos, images apps and
web links end consequently at the target group
and can be found more and more often in social
media. The service offered by Linkilike addresses
early-adopter fan base and has a demonstrable
social impact on the target audience.
Newsadoo is a digital platform that shares news
from trusted, relevant, regional, national and/or
international sources. It can be used on devices
such as the desktop, mobile or Alexa. It has an
intuitive and uniform design that allows simply
search for topics and genres that than turn into a
channel. With artificial intelligence, Newsadoo
understands the content of each article and
categorizes and matches accordingly. The same is
bundled together.

Online newspaper
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OKTAV GmbH
T +43 69910882272
W https://www.oktav.com/en/

PRODUCT
Piano sheets

OKTAV offers sheet music for piano. It gives
tailored recommendation and offers a vast range
of different piano sheets. A smart platform tailors
the chosen sheets to the expertise of the user.
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PRESONO Smart Information
GmbH
T +43 650 980 8035
E info@presono.com
W http://presono.com/en/

PRODUCT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Smart presentation software helps to create serial
presentation more easily, manage them better and
make them look smarter. Presono allows an
interactive multimedia presentation that shows
contents and messages in a more flexible manner,
makes editing slides faster and makes them more
interactive. The software enables the accessing of
all corporate structure data an documents
directly, both online and offline. It is thus, always
available, simple and intuitive, up to date with
the content and provides a consistent design.

Presentation software
13

Psii.rehab GmbH
T +43 660 717 0510
E contact@psii.rehab
W https://www.psii.rehab

Psii.rehab offers a virtual and augmented reality
consumer electronic device in addition to EMG
biofeedback armbands for the rehabilitation
process of stroke patients. The software is
designed to assist both, the therapist and the
patient to achieve more and better therapy time
enabling a faster, more efficient and enjoyable
recovery experience.

PRODUCT
Virtual and augmented reality
for rehabilitation for stroke
patients
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roofSec GmbH
E office@roofsec.com
W
https://www.roofsec.com/de/

TARGET GROUP

Fully automatic monitoring system for monitoring
moisture entering on flat roofs of all kinds. It
locates the leakage and the system sends just-intime messages as soon as the leakage is detected.
It guarantees thus, a higher security and around
the clock monitoring for every kind of roof and
every material. It can be easily integrated, saves
costs and is environmental friendly.

Automatic monitoring system
moisture entering on roofs
15

Roomle GmbH
W
http://www.roomle.com/de/ho
me

PRODUCT
Interior Design

Roomle digitizes the world’s interior and operates
a digital furniture platform in the fields of 3D
furniture configuration, AR, VR, 3D floor planning
and computer automated high. resolution image
rendering generation. It is a cloud-based platform
enabling planning based interactive furniture
shopping for furniture retailers, brands and end
consumers, both mobile and in the web.
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rudy games GmbH
T +43 6648304424
E contact@rudy-games.com

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Offers board-games combined with an app that
adjusts the tasks based on age and interests. It
provides countless games in five different
categories with additional questions, tasks and
games from the app.

W https://rudy-games.com

PRODUCT
Games
17

sensideon GmbH
T +43 7242 60 11 05
E funk@sensideon.com
W www.sensideon.com/en/

PRODUCT
Sensors, transponders and
RFID
18

Storyblok GmbH
W https://www.storyblok.com

PRODUCT
CMS
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Surgebright GmbH
T +43 720371355
E info@surgebright.com
W
https://www.surgebright.com
PRODUCT
Transplant from spongosia,
corticalis and DBM

The system architecture consists on a SAW
transponder system that allows for application of
RFID and sensor technology in rugged industrial
environment. Hence, capturing measurements and
operating data that were previously inaccessible.
Thus, a wide range of production and logistics
processes, especially those taking place in harsh
industrial environments, can be optimized.
Sensideon offers moreover, a freely configurable
and fully networkable system architecture that
meets the demand of current trends such as for
instance cyber physical systems and smart factory.

Storyblok makes content blocks to make content
management easy, even within complex layout.
Content block allow the developer to reuse those
components elsewhere, refilling them with new
content each time if necessary. Other features
offered by Storyblok are Visual Composer, Content
Types, Images and Assets, Custom Field Types,
Collaborators, Environments, Internationalization.
These features allow amongst others to see a
preview of the changes, optimize, crop and resize
automatically images, extend the editing interface
with own plugins and mount and manage content
across multiple device environments.
Surgebright is a tissue bank. They develop and
produce with the utmost care transplants from
human donor bones that replace foreign matter
such as metal or plastic. This avoids complications
and speeds up the recovery process of patients.
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SYN TRAC GmbH
T +43 6135 79 7718
E office@syn-trac.at
W https://www.syn-trac.at

PRODUCT
Vehicle

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SYN TRAC created a vehicle concept that combines
following characteristic features:
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VITA Watches GmbH
W https://www.viitawatches.com

PRODUCT
Watches

Fully automatic docking
Fully automatic coupling of one or more
driven additional axles
Fully automatic coupling of an additional
motor (summation of PTO power)
Increased security through good insight
Low center of gravity due to the special
engine-gearbox arrangement
Hydro pneumatic suspension with
independent suspension
Speed variants 60 KM /h or 80 km/h
Steering options: front, four-wheel, and
crab steering
Comfort cabin with different seat variants
and innovative visualization platform

VITA Watches sells watches with built-in GPS,
touchscreen and heart rate sensor. One feature
also provides intelligent training recommendations
tailored to personals needs. The GPS feature also
records all movements and visualizes them later.
It also allows the setting of individual performance
goals. It supports physical activities by measuring
speed, distance, time, heart rate and calories for
more than 20 types of sport. It also calculates the
amount of water needed and shows the current
intake and offers many other features.

